ARSLAN WAHEED
WEB DEVELOPER

Experience
KNOWLEDGE OF

Career Summary
An energetic and skilled web developer currently in my final year.
High awareness of web design industry trends and issues regarding
user experience and accessibility. Created websites for clients as
well as worked on self-initiated projects using the best practices.
Received Google Front-end Developer Scholarship in 2017 which
improved my coding, problem solving and team working skills. At
the moment looking for a position in Web Development with an
exciting company who is looking forward to give opportunity to
young talents.

Higher Secondary School
Maths
English
Physics
Chemistry
Social Studies

2014 - 2018

2009 - 2011

Web developer skills acquired whilst studying









Comprehensive knowledge of HTML5 CSS3, JavaScript, PHP
and jQuery.
Creating websites that are user-friendly, effective, appealing
and W3C validated.
Creating quality web pages using industry best practice.
Successful Search Engine Optimization.
Testing a website & identifying bugs & technical problems.
Developing cross-browser and cross-platform compatible
websites.
Clean coded website properly intended and commented.
Used JavaScript, PHP, mySQL and Databases to create a songs
database and a simple product ordering script.

HTML5
CSS3
JavaScript
PHP






E-commerce
Android
SEO
Marketing

KEY COMPETENCIES







Academic Qualifications
Manchester Metropolitan University
BSc (Hons) Web Development






Super flexible and able to adopt new
technologies.
Providing new ideas and solutions to problems.
Able to work under pressure and prioritize
projects.
Having creativity and imagination.
Extremely passionate to learn moreabout new

PERSONAL SKILLS




Very punctual and meticulous.
Working to short deadlines.

ACHIEVEMENTS



Google Front-end Developer Scholarship

HOBBIES AND INTERESTS
Love solving technical problems, a computer geek.
Outside work like being around family and enjoy video
games, movies and specially Monopoly. Enjoy
polishing my Adobe skills and CSS skills from CSS-tricks.
REFERENCES
Available on request.
CONTACT DETAILS
Arslan Waheed
T: 07783003583
Email: arslanwaheed0@gmail.com

Jobs
MULLACO
Sales Assistant / IT / Admin

JAN 2018 - FEB 2018

As per job requirement I have dealt with trade and public customers on daily basis, making sure the store fulfills
their needs. Updating prices, keeping an eye on online orders, replying to customers queries on website and
dispatching their orders on time. I have also learned EPOS system and it improved my back-end knowledge of how
it works. It greatly improved my back-end, time management skills and working to strict deadlines.
MAR 2016 - DEC 2017

McDonald’s

Crew Member
As a crew member, I had several responsibilities including cooking in a fast paced environment, maintaining
cleanliness and stocking etc. It didn't just boost my cooking skills but also helped me improve my team-working
skills and how to work under pressure while dealing with several orders which required multi-tasking and accuracy.

Bespoke Signs, Shopfits and Flooring

OCT 2015 - DEC 2015

Graphic Design Assistant
I worked upon the designing of various leaflets, logos or any other advertisement material. Through this, I
significantly built upon and developed my web marketing and designing abilities and learnt the basics of using
Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop and how to use these to create professional material.

Let's Work Together
www.awdeveloper.com
arslanwaheed0@gmail.com

